
PACK Q1 (8th grade)
Hi Lobos! Thank you for taking this survey. It is really helpful for me to understand how Pack is going, 
and how we can make it even better. -Ms. Celine

* Required

1. Who is your Pack teacher? *
Mark only one oval.

 Audrey

 Daylan

 Paula

 Kyle

 Jessica

 Martin

2. How would you explain Pack to your parents
or your siblings? *

3. What do you like about Pack? Tell me as much
as you can. *

4. Is there anything you don't like about Pack?
 

 

 

 

 

5. Do you think Pack is different than last year? If
yes, how is it different? *



6. What activities have you done so far in Pack? (choose all that are true) *
Check all that apply.

 Sit together in strong circles

 Do energizers or play games

 Learn about the L&L Competencies

 Learn about the Compass Points

 Practice using the Competencies

 Practice using the Compass Points

 Team building activities or challenges

 Reflection or writing

 Other: 

7. What are L&L Competencies? *

8. Which L&L Competencies have you heard your teachers talk about? (select all that are true) *
Check all that apply.

 Positive Risk Taking

 Communication

 Goal Navigation

 Knowledge Building

 Growth Mindset

 Self-Regulation

9. Which L&L Competency have you learned the MOST about this year? *
Mark only one oval.

 Positive Risk Taking

 Communication

 Goal Navigation

 Knowledge Building

 Growth Mindset

 Self-Regulation

10. What do you know about this Competency? How can this Competency help you at school, at
home, or in your community?
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11. What are Compass Points? *

12. Which Compass Point do you like the most? *
Mark only one oval.

 I am Determined

 I am Inclusive

 I am a Changemaker

 I seek Academic Excellence

 I Belong

13. Why did you choose that Compass Point? *


